
PHONOLOGY

All of these languages are characterized by a possibly unique proliferation of

consonants, on the one hand, and by a very simple, rudimentary vowel

system, on the other. Thus, Ubykh had a basic vocaUc opposition m hi - /a/

plus an inventory of some ,80 consonantal phonemes. Similarly, Abaza has

two vowels and 66 consonants; Abhaz has 58. Clearly, such inventories can

be achieved only by means of secondary articulation - glottahzation,

palatalization, labialization, aspiration - and each of the languages has

specific refinements on these lines. For example, two dialects of Adyge

extend the normal three-term series: voiced stop - unvoiced aspirate -

ejective, with a semi-ejective, unaspirated member: e.g. /b - p - p' - p/.

Consonants

stops: /p, b, p'; t, d, t'; k, g, k'; qV. The ejectives p', t', k' are notated asp,

t, etc. The dental and velar series and /qV occur labialized: /t°, d\ t'°;

k°; g°, k'°, q'7. The velar series and /qV occur palatalized: lk\ g', k";

q'7.

affricates: /ts, dz, ts'; tj, d3, ds'/; labialized: lis\ dz°, ts'7; retroflex: /t§,

dzL, t§V (notated as iz,, a, a)

fricatives: /f, v, s, z, J, 3, x, y, x\ y°, x', yV; labialized: /J\ 3°/; retroflex: /§,

z,/; pharyngeals: /h, h^ ?7y7: Hewitt (1979) describes this latter sound
as a 'radico-pharyngeal voiced pulmonic fricative labialized'.

nasals: /m, n/

lateral and roll: /I, r/

semi-vowels: /j, w/

Vowels

The Abkhaz vowel system is based on a simple distinction between an open
vowel /a/ and a closed vowel A, 9/. /a/ is the prevalent vowel in Abkhaz.
Depending on phonetic environment, both /a/ and /i, 9/ may be realized as [e,

i, o, u], e.g. the present-tense marker -wa- becomes [o] when followed by /j/.
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